
6 NIGHTS SERIAN’S NKOROMBO
Our cosy little mobile camp, nestled in an olive 
grove on the Mara riverbanks..



If you’re after the raw proximity of nature, unsurpassed 
game viewing, the elegant simplicity of sleeping in a tent, 
and the hypnotic lure of a campfire in the evening, come 
and visit our Nkorombo camp – the perfect base from 
which to explore the rich, verdant abundance of the 
Masai Mara Game Reserve. 

From the beginner to the professional, being out in the 
bush is a great place to let your creativity loose through 
the medium of your camera: the landscapes, the wildlife, 
the people, the light… the sheer range of photographic 
potential is staggering.

DAY 12 – Ngorongoro Crater Lodge – Game drives

DAY 1 – Fly Nairobi to Masai Mara, Serian’s  Nkorombo

DAY 2 – Serian’s Nkorombo – Game drives

DAY 3 – Serian’s Nkorombo – Game drives

DAY 4 – Serian’s Nkorombo – Game drives

DAY 5 – Serian’s Nkorombo – Game drives

DAY 6 – Serian’s Nkorombo – Game drives

ITINERARY AT A GLANCE
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DAY 7 – Fly back to Nairobi



DAY 1
A mere 45-minute flight from Nairobi will find you in the 
midst of the Masai Mara, one of the most wildlife-rich zones 
in the world. ‘Mara’ in the language of the Masai means 
‘spotted’ or ‘dotted’, and indeed, the landscape is littered 
with game. 

NIGHT AT SERIAN’S NKOROMBO
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“I was so happy, I 
almost caught the sky 
with laughing and 
crying”
Munyamadzi



DAY 2 • 3
Heading southwards across Rhino Ridge and past Paradise Plains, 
you will reach Nkorombo – our cosy little mobile camp, nestled in 
an olive grove on the Mara riverbanks. We’re right next to a lively 
salt lick, and sightings often feature black rhino, as lion and leopard 
on the lookout for kill. There is an abundance of prey in this area, 
and it’s the perfect spot for spectacular game viewing – and from 
June to November, is a front-row seat for watching the wildebeest 
and zebra as they make their crossings of the Mara river mere 
metres away.

The perfect place for a campfire adventure, Nkorombo is deliciously 
intimate: the sounds of rushing water are punctuated by 
languorous laughing hippo and animals visiting to drink. 
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“A captivating spot –
woke today feeling 
almost like I was about 
to leave home!! We will 
not forget this 
experience and your 
wonderful staff and 
stylish hospitality.”
Jules Peck
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DAY 4 • 5 • 6
Early-morning explorations, picnic lunches under trees, and 

sundowners on the plains – with exclusive use of vehicle, the game 
drive possibilities are endless, and your schedule all comes down to 
what you happen to feel like on the day. 

Everything about this reserve is outstanding. The wildlife is abundant 
and the gentle rolling grasslands ensure that animals are never out of 
sight. Birds too are prolific. Including migrants, well over 450 species 
have been recorded, among which 57 species of birds of prey.

A couple of days spent exploring the locale will give you an idea of 
the plentitude of wildlife which is Kenya’s natural heritage – and the 
key to the magic of the Mara.
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DAY 7
Take a slow drive to the airstrip and keep your eyes peeled 
for one last lion sighting before boarding the flight home.
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“Another weekend in Paradise! Nature is a gift we have to 
protect, hospitality is a gift you need to deserve. Serian 
offers us Nature and hospitality!”
Georges – Marc Amolie
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“The simplicity and ease and freedom and African wild-ness and gentility of the camp gave us so much serenity.I think the bath facility of our 
comfortable tent accommodations tickled us about the most!We both loved the bare foot, open air, soft smooth stone feel of it all. And the 

hippos burping and roaring during the night, coming up from the river, made us laugh ourselves to sleep.” Marcy & Taylor
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